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Introduction. The theory of singular integral operators of A.
P. CalderSn and A. Zygmund [1 has been applied to the various
problems in partial differential equations, since A. P. CalderSn
succeeded in proving the general theorem for the uniqueness of solu-
tions of the Cauchy problem by using this theory. S. Mizohata in the
notes [7, [8, and [9 proved the many interesting theorems for
the uniqueness by modifying the notion of singular integral operators,
M. Yamaguti [12 applied these operators to the existence theorem
of solutions of the Cauchy problem for hyperbolic differential equa-
tions and M. Matsumura [6 applied to the existence and non-existence
theorems of local solutions of the general equations.

In the note [4 we introduced singular integral operators of class
C and proved the theorems of [7 and [8 by a unified method, and
also in [5 we generalized the theorem of [-9 by applying the oper-
ators of this class.

In the present note we shall give a definition of singular integral
operators which governs operators of class C,, and prove that the main
theorems relating to operators of [1 hold for the present operators.
In this theory we do not require the homogeneity of the symbol
a(H)(x, ) in ] (Definition 4), but assume the analyticity in ]. The
technique of almost all the proofs is based on [10 and [12, and
the exposition is self-contained. I thank here my colleague K. Ise for
helpful discussions.

1. Definitions and lemmas. Let x-(xl,...,xn) be a point of
Euclidean n-space R, $--($,..., $) be a point of its dual space E?
and --(,...,) denote a real vector whose elements are non-
negative integers.

We shall use the notations:
!=a!...a!, la[=a+...+a, x.=x+...+x,
D--(D,..., D) (3/3x,..., 3/3x), x x. x, D-- (..., etc.

The terminology employed is that of L. Schwarz [11.
The Fourier transform [u($)=($) of a function u eL is

defined by

je- dx.
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(1.7)

Definition 3.
is defined by

We have, then, for u e and r ex
(1.1) y*--(2r)n/2,
and for a(x)2 the expansion

(1.2) a(y)- , (Y--X) Da(x)+ (y--x)"a.(x, y)

where a(, y) e(RZR) and
(1,3) OOa(x, y) C sup O"a()

Definition 1. We call a distribution e’ is of type (p,

r>0, if ) is a function which is positive and infinitely differen-
tiable in E--{0}, and satisfies

) $ -gc(($)+)gc’( $ ]1-+)
(1.4)

ii) D()[C)-" for $]1.
Remark. If () is bounded in a neighborhood of the origin,

then the second inequality of i) is derived from ii)by setting
Now we define a Hilbert space (-- <p< +) by

f(1.5) 8-{ue$’;, function Ilull- (l+())l(Dld<

Clearly 8o=L. In this case we write ]] u]]0 ]] u ]] or simply ]] u ]].
Definition 2. A convolution operator F’x intx i8 called of

class T(p)= T(p, ), < p< + , if F is defined by Fu= y.u, u
where e’ and satisfies

i) supp ($))E--{0}
(.6)

ii) ()eC(E) and ]Dg?()]gCr..($)-" for
Then, by (1.1) we can write

Fu-.f e x.()() d$, u 2x.
A convolution operator A (aO) associated with

(1.8) Au fe=’()()d, u (C).

Next we assume there exists a transformation
T E’$=($,..., n)------(]l, ri)eE for

such that b(), j-l,..., s are bounded functions belonging to C in
E--{0} and satisfy

(1.9) [Dgb.($)]=<C.()-"I for I]>1.
We must remark, in general svn.

Lemma 1. For F T(p) we define DxF by (Dx"F)u--(Dx").u,
u e,. Then we have

1) ?x denotes the class of rapidly decreasing functions, the class of distributions
on 8x, and x the class of infinitely differentiable functions whose derivatives are all
bounded.

2) For a function u(x), supp u= the closure of {:x; u(x)0}.
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i)
ii) If p>=O and k>=p/(2p), then (1-A)-kA=Ap(1-A) -k is ex-

tended to a bounded operator in L.
iii) If lal>{(n+lfll)r+p]/p then Dx7 is a function of L and

we have
<C, Max (I+[])n’+(

We can, therefore, extend Dx"F to a bounded operator in L and have
(1.11)

ProoL i) and ii) are clear by (1.6) and (1.4). iii) As Dx"y--

(2)-/fe4’--l"+D()d, we have

I(x)

(.12)

From ii) of (1.6) and i) of (1.4) we have

As {-o(l’l+l i)}/< --I1 hy the assumption,

ence S() is bounded and this shos D:rL. Prom a ell-knon
formula
(1.1) II/,11,-IIII1,.1111,, iL’, L, (1)
e get (1.11).

Now, for <o and a ositive number e denote
" -c]<a, y=l,.., s},2(v0, ) {veEr, v .,

2,(v(0), 5)_ { e CD I{- v0) < , j= 1,..., s}
where C (E) denote a complex s-dimensional space.

Definition 4. We call H a singular integral operator of class
S(, T.) with the symbol a(H)(x, ), if the following conditions are
satisfied.

There exist positive numbers <’ and () e E (i-- 1,. ., k) for
some k such that a(H)(x, ) is written as

k

,(H)(x, )- h(x, )()
i=1

where a()eC in ((), ) and h(x, ) are extended to functions of
in R%*@"),’) and analytic in *(),’)for any fixed xeR.

Then, Hu is d@ned by

Since h(, ) (i--1,..., ) are analytie in , by Cauehy’s formula
we ean extend it as

(,)-?()(v-"), -(,. ., )
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where

(1.14) a(x)(--) <: sup h(x, )1. ( -,
Rnx ),( i) M)

for (x, ]) R ((), ).
Hence, if we define convolution operators HI) by

(1.15) H[)u()--h(($))() where h)(V)-(--V())a(),
we can write Hu as

k

ai H(1.16) Hu--
i=1

and also by (1.9) we have
(1.17) H[)F FH() T(p) for F T(p).

Definition 5. Let R and R be bounded operators in L. We
write R R, O > O, if for any F T(p) (-- < p< + and ao O
we can write

Hf +
j=l

for suciently large and l’ depending on F and aoO, where H,
HeS(2, T), F, FeT(p O), and K,, K’, are bounded operators of
order ao. ) If we can take 1-1’-O for any F and aoO, we write

R R.
Lemma 2. Let be a bounded operator in L defined by u()-

($)($) where () is a bounded function which has compact support.

Then, " O.
ProoL It is clear as A’FgA and A’FA are bounded oper-

ators in L for any a, aO and F eT(p).
Lemma 3. Let a(x) ex and F e T(p), < p< + Then for

any aoO we have the representation

Fa--aF--
(1.18) ---5(xF)D:a+
for every l>Max[{(4k+n)r+p}/p,O with k--[ao/(2p)+l, where

K (i--1, 2) are of order ao and

Max Max

(-1, 2,
Using (1.2) and remarking "L for a--l we have

3) An operator K in L is called of order ao, if A’KA (O<=a, a.<=ao) are bounded
operators in L. We denote such an operator by K0 with a suffix a0.
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(Fa-aF)u- y({a(x-- y) a(x)}u(x-- y)), --(--1)l"l

_1.1_-
Da(x). (y y)(u(x-- y))

+ (--1),.  -u)u(u)du

Lu+hu.
It is easy to see

Lu-- (-- 1)" D%a.(x"F)u.
For k--a0/(2p)+l if we write J,IAu as

A’IAu-A",(1 J)-{(1-
then, by ii) of Lemma 1 we may only prove the boundedness of
J= (1--J)I(1-)
l(JuD(x)

(-) f("r)(-u).a.(, x--y)(1--)u(y)dy]
f(-x)(1-){(x"r)(x-y).a.(x, x--y)}u(y)dy

=<C Max sup DD a.(x, y)[ Max (Dxy)(x y) u(y) dy.
iFl+li=k x.y

Here we remark Dx"reL by iii) of Lemma 1 and
[ > {(4k+n):+}/.

Hence we have by (1.3) and (1.13)
(Ju)(x)IIg C.t Max ]Da[. Max Dx"r[[. ]] u.

This shows that the first equality of (1.18) holds. The second is
obtained, if we expand (a(a-y)-a(a)) with the base (x-y). Q.E.D.

Let {g0} be the set of lattice points in R and {a,} a set of
functions of such that

a.(x) eC:(..), D:a.(x) IaAo, for
where >0 is a fixed constant and,,-{x; x-gl< a}.
If we set g_/gO and a,(x)-a,(/ex), then
(1.20) a(x) CF(,.), D:a,(x) gA

Lemma 4 (S. Mizohata). Let {a} be a set of functions of (1.20)
and F e T(p) where 0< p p.

Then we have for every

I[(Fa,--aF)uII
(1.21)

l]a]/--1

where 1-2 Max {[(nr+p)/(2p)+l, [n/4+l}.
Proof. Set I,u--(Fa,--a,F)u. Then, by the similar way as the

proof of Lemma 3 we have
I(I.u)(x)I

(2.22)
aC-A{ E I(x"r)u(x) Y)] ]u(u) Idu).



Here we remark xyL by iii) of Lemma 1 and ID;a]<:Ats- for
If xe.q),,, we have %(x--y)-O for
Hence a(x-- Y)/I Y e C(R), so that we have

(Iu)(x) (rau)(x) r([ y ]%(x-y) / y u(x-y))

C[
ix_gl f ]([x[r)(x-y) ]u(y)[dy, x2,.

Here we remark ]x is a polynomial, as is even number. Since
x--g ]-=Ce-(-) for 21 n, we have

Q A0 {f(lxir)(x-u) [u(u)[du}.(1.23) (hu)(x) "
As the number of g such that xe, is finite and independent of e,
we see from (1.22) and (1.23) that (1.22) holds even if we replace

[(hu)(x) by ](hu)(x). Then, using sup[x7($)--supD?()(
g

for O(pp and (1.13), we get (1.21). Q.E.D.

(References are listed at the end of the next article, p. 378.)


